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In my application Serial No. 454,887, ?led Aug 
‘ust 15, 1942, I have disclosed and claimed a hy 
draulic brake suitable for ‘moderate or low speeds 
and it has the advantages of stability, self -regula 
tion, and self-pumping. ' - 

The present invention relates to apparatus of 
the above’ character and it has for an object to 
provide a brake having the aforementioned ad 
vantages and which is more suitable for high 
speeds. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a hydraulic brake of the self-pumping type Where 
in the pumps or pressure-developing devices are 
so arranged that their inlets are-disposed adjacent , 
to the glands to assure of liquid pressure imposed 
on the latter not ‘exceeding that at the pump or 
device inlets. ‘ - 

A further object of the invention is to provide 
inter?tting rotary and stationary ring members 
having buckets formed in adjacent faces to de 
?ne a pair of annular rows of circulation cham 
bers and wherein the stationary ring member has 
passages formed therein to provide for discharge 
of liquid from the circulation chambers. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a hydraulic brake, having a pair of annular rows 
of circulation chambers disposed in opposed rela 
tion and. de?ned by cooperating buckets formed 
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in adjacent faces of a pair of- rotary ring mem- ~ 
bers and an intervening stationary ring member, 
wherein the column of liquid in each rowof cir 
culation chambers is balanced by the rotating 
column maintained by runner vanes attached to 
the outer faces of the rotary ring members. 
A further object of the invention is to produce 

a hydraulic brake wherein‘the casing or stator 
cooperates with the rotor to de?ne annularv inlet 
chambers for supplying liquid to centrifugal pumps 
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including vanes carried at the outer sides of rotor v 
ring members cooperating, with an intervening 
stator ring member to provide a pair of annular 
rows of circulation chambers supplied by the 
pumps and wherein an atmospheric pressure con 
dition is maintained in the annular inlet cham 
bers and centrally of the circulation chambers. 
These and other objects are effected by the in 

vention as will be apparent from the following de 
scription and claims taken in connection with the 
accompanying drawings, forming a part of, this 
application, in which: , 
M Fig. 1 is an elevational view of the improved 
brake showing the constant-level liquid supply 
tank in section; ‘ 

_ Fig. 2 is. a longitudinal sectional view ,gof'ithe .1... 
' ' ‘ ‘ ‘B5 brake shown in Fig. 1; 
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Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are transverse sectional views 
taken along the lines III—III, iv-iv and v_v, 
respectively, of Fig. 2, and‘ viewed in the direc 
tion of the arrows; ' ' 

Fig. 6 is a view, partly in longitudinal section, 
showing a modi?ed form of brake; and, 

Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic view illustrating the 
‘pressure-balancing feature. 

The brake comprises a stator or casing, atj9, 
and a rotor, at Ill. ‘The rotor includes a spindle 
l l and a pair of axially-spaced ring members'IZ 
unitary with the spindle. The stator or casing 9 
is provided with a ring member I3 extending be 
tween the ring members [2, the adjacent faces 
of'ring members l2‘ and It being formed with lat 
erally-open buckets l4 and 15 which cooperate 
to provide‘a pair of annular rows of circulation 
chambers,‘ at‘ I6. As the stator buckets face out 
wardly and the rotor buckets faceinwardly, the 
hydraulic thrust developed by one row of cir 
culation chambers is balanced by, that of the 
‘other. ' ‘ ' a ’ 

As shown, the stator or casing, at'9, is {made 
in'upper and lower halves l1 and I8 connected 
by‘bolts l9 and it provides a cylindrical chamber 
'20' for the ring members, the stator ring member 
l3 preferably ?tting in an‘ annular groove or 
countersunk seat 2| formed‘in the interior cy 
lindrical wall of the chamber so as, to be ?rmly 
attached to the ‘casing stator in order to resist 
‘any tendency to ‘lateral or 'rotary displacement 
thereof relative to the latter. . " 

The casing or stator, at 9, has trunnions 22 
‘?tting bearings 23; preferably of the antifriction 
type, carried by the pedestals 24. The rotor is 
supported by journals 25 fitting bearings‘v 26 
housed in and supported by the trunnions 22-. ‘At 
one end, the spindle has a portion 21 extending 
beyond the adjacent trunnion to‘ provide for cou 
pling of the brake rotor to a suitable machine. , 

Assuming liquid to be supplied to the circula 
tion chambers, at I6, and the rotor to be‘rotat-i 
ring, then the stator ‘and the rotor tendto ‘be 
clutched together by means of the circulating liq-' 
uid in the circulation chambers; and, if ‘rotation 
of the ‘statorv is restrained, a braking effect or re; 
sisting torque 'is ‘applied to thefrotor, As the 
braking effect is'a factor byv means of which'the 
power of a machine connected‘ to the rotor ‘may 
be ‘determined, the stator has an arm “bearing 
on the scale_29 used-tojweigh the forceexerted 
thereon by the>arm.,_‘v, f'i ‘ j , . ‘I y ' * 

Liquid; for example, watenis suppliedfrom an 
elevated'constantelevel tank}! 'by‘a conduit '32 
‘and liquid discharges from ~the~brake througha 



2. 
conduit 33. 'Liquid discharges from the conduit 
'32 into the stator or casing chamber 34 and it is 
supplied from the latter by stator passages 35 to 
the annular chambers 36 de?ned between the 
stator and the rotor and located outwardly of and 
adjacent to the rotor ring members I 2. Any 
suitable end glands or seals 31 may be employed 
betweenv'the stator and the rotor to restrict leak‘ 
age outwardly from the chambers along the spin 
dle or rotor. 

Centrifugal devices, at 39, supply liquid from 
the annular chambers 36 to the circulation cham 
bers, at l6, and, as the annular ‘chambers are,‘ 
therefore, relieved of high pressure, leakage 
through the glands 31 is minimized. 
Each device, at 39, is comprised ‘by relatively 

wide runner vanes 40 attached to the outer faces 
of the rotor ring members l2 and by the chamber 
end walls 4| de?ning loose clearances with re 
spect thereto. The peripheries of the rotor ring 
members [2 are spaced from the interior cylin 
"dlrical wall of the chamber 20 to provide annular 
_ passages "42 ‘for ‘supplyingiiquid from the devices 
to the circulation chambers. 
In Fig, 2, communication of the annular pas 

sages“ with the'c'irc’ulation chambers is effected 
,both by‘th'e radial 'annular'spaces '43 between the 
adjacent ‘rotary arid stationary ring members and 
by the inclined ports 44 ‘formed ‘in the stator ring 
Lr'némb'e'r l3, whereas, in Fig. 6, there is provided 
can ‘the radial annular spaces ‘43 serving this 
purpose. 
v}: 'Liqui’d‘discha'rgin'g from the circulation cham 
bers enters 'ianv‘an’nular passage 45 formed by a 
fpé'ripnerar‘gioove 4B ‘in‘the ring member l3 and 
covered by the stator creasing 9. The discharge 
l'co‘n‘duit'33 communicates with the annular pas 
sage. " In ‘Fig. 2, the'stat'or ri'ng'has ports '47 pro 
viding for discharge'of ‘liquid from the circula 
ltion chambers‘to'the annular passage 45,'whereas, 
ih'Fig. 6, discharge occurs through the annular 
‘ream spaces ‘48 de?ned between ‘adjacent'rotary 
and stationary ring members and annular "pas 
sages 49 ~lo'eti‘zs'le'en the rotor and the inner'periph 
'ery of'the ‘stator‘ring ‘[3 to the annularsp‘acellll 
'fdfr'fiedby ‘an inner ‘groove 5| in the stator ring, 
thefs‘ta'tor ring having radial ports 52 providing 
ror‘now'rrom'tne‘space 5D to the annular passage 
45. 
‘in'Fig. 2, the radial spaces48 and the connect 

:“irigannula'r passages 490. function to maintain 
hydraulic balance between the two'ro'w's of cir 
culation chambers. 

_ UStability'an'd self-regulation of the brake'are 
assured'by providing “for an atmospheric pres 
sure condition centrally’ of the circulationcham 
bersgat l6,'and in'the inlet chambers 36. Also, 
‘as the constant level tank 3| provides for a ‘con 
stant'supply head for the brake, the valves 54 
and 55 make possible'a‘de?nite'and‘controlled 
?ow contributing to stability ‘and certainty of 
~operation. , _ 

As'shown in Figs. 2 and 5, the annular inlet 
chamber 36 ‘for each pressure-developing device 
has "an "atmospheric ‘pressure condition ‘main 
tained "therein by a circumferential series ‘of 
radial pipes 55 ‘extending through the stator or 
casing wall.’ Preferably, the stator is provided 
with de?ector rings ‘5'I'having annular'lips 58 
extending inwardly. along the chambers 35, and 
which are curved in transverse section to provide 
concave grooves'59, ‘the grooves’cooperating with 
annular ribs 60 on the stator'to form-annular 
passages "6| of _;approximately U-shaped’section 
providing for gradual and'ea'syv change in' direc 
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radius. 
Pwide runner vanes 40 and liberal clearance 
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tion of ?ow for discharge to the pump inlets 
with a substantial outward radial component. 
Each of the rings 51 de?nes an annular space 62 
with respect to the rotor and the inner ends of 
the pipe 56 extend through the lip 58 and com 
municate with such space. Thus, it is assured 
that liquid at each pump or pressure-developing 
device entrance is subject to atmospheric pres 
sure without the means-providing therefor inter 
fering with flow to the device or operation to pro 
vide a rotating column of liquid. 
An atmospheric pressure condition is main 

tained centrally of the circulation chambers, at 
I‘B, by passages 63 formed in the webs 64 sepa 
rating the buckets I5, the passages communi 
cating with the circumferentially-extending space 
55 formed in the stator ring member [3. As 
shown, the annular passage or circumferential 
space 65 is provided by a counter groove 66 in 
the stator ring member I3 and covered by the 
plate ring 6'! ‘Welded ‘at its edges to the stator 
ring, the plate ring separating the circumferen 
tial space from the outer'annular discharge pas 
sage 45. A circumferentiallser-ies of radial :pipes 
68 extending through the casing wall and the ring 
plate 61 provides for maintenance of ‘an atmos 
pheric pressure ‘condition in the circumferential 
space 65. As both the casing or stator 9 and its 
ring member l3 are made in halves to facilitate 
assembly, the space 65 is not a complete annulus, 
it‘bei-ng interrupted by end closurevplates 69 ad 
jacent to the joint. 
While the pressure-developing devices, at 39, 

resemble centrifugal pumps, they operate only 
‘incidentally as pumps, the principal function 
thereof being to provide a rotating column'of 
liquid whose centrifugal force is balanced‘by that 
of the circulation chamber column, as may be 
seen from; Fig. '7. The radial dimensionA of the 
centrifugal device ‘column ‘is greater than the 
radial :dimension vB of the circulation chamber 
column, for the reason ‘that the radius R of the 
pressure-developing device columnis greaterthan 
the radius 1' of the circulation chamber column, 
it ‘being remembered that centrifugal forcevaries 
asthe square‘ of the velocity and inversely as the 

As each centrifugal device has relatively 

thereof with respect to the wall .surfaces‘4l, as 
atmospheric pressure is ‘maintained centrally ‘of 
‘each pressure-developing device and of the cir 
culation chambers, and‘ as the inner. portions of 
the ‘spaces 'betweenirunner' vanes are never ?lled 
with'liquid, it is assured‘ that the device will oper 
ate as 'a'load—balancing or equalizing one. The 
‘rate'at'which liquid is supplied to the runner and 
'thelvane width are such vthat liquid‘ enters ‘aswa 
spray. Therefore, the device functionsas'acen 
trif-uge to separate air, this‘ action ‘being aided 
by the liberal clearance. 'While the centrifugal 
‘deviceifunctions incidentally as 'ialpump, ‘such 
~i'11ncti0n'ing'is not essential so far vas load=bal 
ancing iori equalizing is concernedror ‘it will 'be 
apparent "that the apparatus Tlwill iprovide bal 
anced columnsirrespective ofihowilitiuid is sup 
plied to'rwform' the latter. 
‘The valves 54- and sszedjacentto 2the brake 

‘and 1m the‘? supply and discharge-conduits provide 
for‘ de?nite or controlled ‘?ow. Assuming-that 
the discharge valve 55 is set for‘?ow sufficient to 
avoid overheating or steaming; then'the'elfect 
of'opening the valve '54' Wider is to‘ increase the 
ori?ce area provided thereby and zto'in‘cr'ease the 
supply rate of'liquid 'tO‘ thei’ar'ihular' inlet chem. 



vbers 36 for the ‘pumps. 
asarnzz 

_ Both the'jhead of ;'the 
centrifugal pumps, at 39, and the head of the 
circulation chambers, at l6, increase, as any 
tendency of the centrifugal, pump column to in 
crease is accompanied by an increase in the 
radial thickness of ‘the circulating streams in the 
associated circulation chambers, and vice versa, 
so‘ as to maintain equilibrium of pressures due to 
centrifugal force of liquid in each, pump. and in 
the connected circulation chambers; ‘and the cen-. 
trifugal heads will continue to increase'until the 
increase in centrifugal head of the circulation 
chambers is su?‘icient to provide a pressure» differ 
ence across the discharge ori?ce de?ned by the 
discharge valve to equalize in-?ow and out-?ow 
of liquid. However, as the centrifugal heads in 
crease,‘ the braking effort is increased, with the 
result that the rotor speed is reduced. I Hence, 
if it is desired to ascertain the power of ama 
chine at a given‘ speed and having a tachometer 
to observe the machine speed; then the flow of 
liquid is adjusted by relative adjustment of the 
valves 54% and 55 until the machine speed is at 
the desired point, and then the magnitude of the 
resisting torque is ascertained by means‘ of the 
scale 29. . 

The provision of an atmospheric pressure con 
dition at each pump inlet assures that the pres 
sure of liquid supplied to the associated circula 
tion chambers is entirely due to the pump,.w-ith 
the result that the apparatus is self-regulating; 
and, by having both the pump inlet space and the 
circulation chambers subject to atmospheric 
pressure, a balanced relation is maintained, with 
the result that operation is stable, the resisting 
torque being varied by relative valve adjustment 
and being maintained uniform at any selected 
adjustment. Furthermore, ‘as shown in Fig. 2, 
the two rows of circulation chambers are equal 
ized or placed in hydraulic ‘balance by‘the con 
necting passageway constituted by the radial 
spaces 48 and the annular passage 49a. 
From the foregoing, it will be apparent that, 

by having one row of circulation chambers in 
opposed relation to the other, the hydraulic 
thrust of one is balanced by that of the other. 
The design is such that structural material may 
be selected and disposed for ‘operation at high 
speeds and to withstand high pressures.» Fur 
thermore, the maintenance of an- atmospheric 
pressure condition at each pump inlet and cen 
trally of the circulation chambers and the pro 
vision of centrifugal pumps, including runner 
vanes attached to the rotor, assures of a hy 
draulic brake which is self-pumping, self-regu 
lating, and stable. - 
While the invention has been shown in several 

forms, it will be obvious to those ‘skilled in the 
art that it is not so limited, but is susceptible of 
various other changes and modi?cations with 
out departing from the spirit thereof, and it isde 
sired, therefore, that only such limitations shall 
be placed thereupon as are speci?cally set forth 
in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: _ ‘ ‘ 

1. In a hydraulic brake, a casing, a rotor with 
in the casing, a pair of axially-spaced ring mem 
bers unitary with the rotor, a ring member inter 
posed between the rotor ring members, and ?xed 
to the interior of the casing, a pair of annular‘ 
rows of circulation chambers formed by comple 
mentary buckets provided at opposed faces of 
casing and rotor ring members, means for sup 
plying liquid to the circulation chambers and m 
cluding centrifugal devices comprising runner 
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vanes connectedito‘ the rotor ring members at 
the outermost sides thereof, and means including 
passages formed in the casing ring member and 
providing for discharge of liquid from the circu~ 
lation chambers. , > . 

-_ 2. In a hydraulic brake, a casing, a spindle, a 
pair of axially-spaced ring members carried by 
the spindle, a ring member carried by the casing 
and interposed between the spindle ring meme 
bers, a pair of annular rows of circulation cham-r 
bers formed by complementary pockets provided 
in opposed faces of the casing and spindle ring 
members, centrifugal devices including runner 
vanes. carried by the spindle ring members at the 
outermost sides thereof, and means including an 
nular passages de?ned between the peripheries of 
the spindle ring members and the interior of the 
casing for connecting said devices to the circula 
tion chambers. - 

3. The combination as claimed in claim 2. with 
means for maintaining an atmospheric pressure 
condition at the inlet space of each centrifugal 
device, and centrally of each of the circulation 
chambers. 

4. In a hydraulic brake, a casing providing a 
cylindrical chamber having radial end walls, a 
rotor having a pair of integral and axially-spaced 
ring members disposed in the chamber, a ring 
member ?xed interiorly to the casing and ex 
tending inwardly between the rotor ring mem 
bers, circulation chambers formed by buckets 
provided at adjacent faces of the rotor and cas 
ing ring members, runner vanes formed on the 
outermost faces of the rotor ring members and 
cooperating with said end walls to provide cen 
trifugal pressure-developing devices, means for 
supplying liquid to the inlets of the devices, means 
including annular passages de?ned between the 
interior cylindrical wall of the casing and the 
peripheries of‘ the rotor ring members for supply 
ing liquid from the outlets of the devices to the 
circulation chambers, and means including pas-v 
sages formed in the casing ring member provid 
ing for discharge of liquid from the circulation 
chambers. 

‘5. In a hydraulic brake, a casing, a rotor with 
in the casing and comprising a spindle and a pair 
of axially-spaced ring members unitary with the 
latter, a ring member ?xed to the interior of the 
casing and interposed between the ?rst ring mem 
bers, a pair of annular rows of circulation cham 
bers formed by complementary rows of buckets 
provided at opposed faces of the rotor and casing 
ring members, the buckets of each row being sep 
arated by partitions, means for supplying liquid 
to the circulation chambers including centrifugal 
devices comprising runner vanes connected to 
the rotor ring members at the outermost sides 
thereof, said casing and rotor cooperating to pro 
vide annular chambers open to the inlets of said 
devices, means including passages formed in the 
casingr for supplying liquid to said annular cham 
bers, means providing for discharge of liquid from 
the circulation chambers and including an an 
nular passage formed by an annular groove pro 
vided in the casing ring member and covered by 
the casing, means providing for the maintenance 
of an atmospheric pressure condition in each of 
said annular chambers, and means providing for 
the maintenance of an atmospheric pressure con 
dition centrally of the circulation chambers and‘ 
including a circumferentially-extending space 
formed within the casing ring member and com 
municating with passages formed in the rotor 
partitions and opening into spaces which are 
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central'with respect to the circulation chambers. 

6. In a hydraulic brake, a casing, a'ro'tor'with 
in the casing and Comprising a spindle anda pair 
of axially-spaced ring members unitary with the 
latter, a ring member ?xed to the interior of the 
casing and interposed between the ?rst ring 
members, a pair of annular rows of circulation 
chambers formed by complementary rows 7 of 
buckets provided atopposed faces of the rotor 
and easing ring members, the buckets of each row 
being separated by partitions, means for supply 
ing liquid to the circulation chambers including 
centrifugal pumps comprising runner vanes con 
nected to the rotor ring members at the outer 
most sides thereof, said casing and rotor coop 
erating to provide annular chambers open toth'e 
pump inlets. means including passages formed in 
the casing for supplying liquid to said annular 
chambers, means providing for discharge of liquid 
from the circulation chambers and including an . 
annular passage formed by an annular groove 
provided in the casing ring member and covered 
by the casing, means providing .for the mainte 
nance of an atmospheric pressure condition in 
each of said annular chambers, and means. pro 
viding for the maintenance of an atmospheric 
pressure condition ‘centrally of said circulation 
chambers and including a circumferentially-ex 
tending space formed within the casing ring mem 
ber and passages formed in the partitions sepa 
rating the casing ring member buckets for con 
necting said space to spaces which are central 
of the circulation chambers. 

7. In a hydraulic brake, a casing providing an 
interior cylindrical chamber,-a spindle in the eas 
ing, glands for sealing against leakage from the 
interior of the casing toward the bearings, a pair 
of axially-spaced ring members in said chamber 
and unitary with the spindle, a ring member 
carried by the casing and extending inwardly be 
tween the rotor ring members, said casing co 
operating with the spindle to provide annular 
chambers opening into said cylindrical chamber 
through the end walls thereof, runner vanes car 
ried by the outermost sides of the rotor ring 
members and cooperating with said end, walls to 
provide centrifugal pumps ‘whose inletsare open 
to said annular chambers, means including an 
nular passages formed between the peripheries 
of the motor ring members and the interior cy 
lindrical wall of the chamber for connecting the 
pump outlets to the circulation chambersrmeans 
for. supplying liquid-to the-circulation chambers, 
and means providing for the dischargerof liquid 
from the circulation chambers. 

8. The combination as claimed in claim 'lwith 
means providing for the maintenance .of an vat 
mospheric pressure condition in the annular 
chambers and centrally of the circulation cham 
bers. 

9. In a hydraulic brake, a casing providing an 
interior cylindrical chamber, a spindle in the 
casing, bearings at the ends of the casing :for, sup 
porting the spindle, glands for sealingagainst 
leakage from the interior of the casing toward 
the bearings, a pair of axially-spaced ringmem 
bers in said chamber and unitary with the spin 
dle, a ring member carried by the casing and ex 
tending inwardly between the rotor ring vmem 
bers, said casing cooperating with the spindle to 
provide annular chambers opening into said cy 
lindrical chamberthrough the end Walls thereof, 
runner vanes carried by the outermost sides of 
the rotor ring members and cooperating with 
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said end‘walls to provide-centrifugal pumps, said 
vanes having‘t'heir inner ends approximately at 
the outer ‘boundaries of the annular chambers,’ 
means including radial passages formed in the 
casing for supplying liquid to the annular cham 
bers, ringscarried by the casing and having an 
nular lips which extend-along the annular cham 
bers, and having their inner .ends disposed adja 
cent to ,theoutermost sides o'fthe rotor ring 
members, said lips being curved in cross section 
to provide, withrespect to the casing, annular 
passagescommunicating with said radial passages 
and to provide for gradual change in direction 
of liquid receivedifrom the last-named annular 
passages so'that liquid is supplied to the spaces 
between runner vanes with an outward compo 
nent of‘direction, andmeans providing for dis 
charge of liquid from circulation chambers and 
including an annular passage formed by an an 
nulargroove provided in the casing ring and cov 
eredzby the casing. 

10..In .a hydraulic brake, a casing providing 
an interior cylindrical chamber, a spindle in the 
‘casing?oearings at the ends of the casing for sup 
portingthe spindle, glands for sealing against 
leakage from the interior of the casing toward 
the bearings, a pair of axially-spaced ring mem- ' 
bers in said chamber and unitary with the spin 
dle,.a ring member carried by the casing and ex 
tending inwardly between the rotor ring mem 
bers, said casing cooperating with the spindle to 
provide annular chambers opening into said cy 
lindrical chamber through the end ‘walls thereof, 
runner vanes carried by the outermost sides of 
the rotor ring members and cooperating with 
said endwalls to provide centrifugal» pumps, said 
vanes having their inner ends approximately at 
the outer boundaries ofthe annular chambers, 
means including radial passages formed in the 
casing for supplying‘ liquid to the'annular-cham 
bers, rings carried Iby‘the casing and having an 
nular lips which extend along the annular cham 
bers vand having their inner ends disposed adja 
cent to the outermost sides of the rotor ring 

, members, said lipsbeing curved in cross section 
to provide, with respect to the casing, annular 
passages communicating with said. radialpas 
sages and to provide for gradual change in direc-. 
tion of liquid received from the last-namedan 
nular passages so that liquidzis supplied to the 
spaces ‘between runner vanes with an outward 

1 component vof direction, means providingfor dis 
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charge- ofv liquid from the circulation chambers 
and including an annular passage formed by an 
annulargroove provided in the casing ring and 
covered by the casing, means providing for the 
maintenance of an atmospheric pressure ‘condi 
tion in each vof said annular chambers and in 
cluding ‘a circumferential series of tubes whose 
outerends communicate with the atmosphere ex 
ternally of the casing and whose inner ends ex 
tend through the :curved lips and communicate 
with the spaces between the latter and the spin 
dle, and means providing for'the maintenance of 
an atmospheric pressure condition centrally ~-of 
eacheof said circulation chambers and including a 
circumferentially-extending space formed within 
the- casing ring member and a circumferential 
series of radial tubes whose outer ends communi 
cate with the atmosphere and whose inner ends 
communicate with the circumferentially-extend 
ing space. 

HENRY F. SCHMIDT. 


